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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The aim of this research was to identify and evaluate proximity detection systems
and technologies available globally for vehicle-to-person (VTP) proximity detection
on underground rail-bound equipment (RBE).

The research was intended to consist of four major milestones:
1) Identify currently available VTP proximity detection systems (PDSs) and
explore their capabilities and limitations for VTP PDS on underground RBE.
2) Investigate technologies for VTP PDS on underground RBE that may be at
various stages of development. In addition to the technology investigation,
milestone two investigated additional safety interventions for underground
RBE.
3) The promising technologies/systems would have been tested (in the case of
existing systems) or developed (in the case of new technologies) in order to
produce the final recommendations on their suitability for underground, railbound vehicle-to-person PDSs.
4) A recommendation report would have made recommendations on the best
pedestrian detection systems or technologies for underground hard-rock
mines. The report is intended to also make recommendations on
implementation based on experience gathered during the testing phase.
After feedback from SIMRAC the project was terminated after milestone two. The
researchers recommended that, while VTP PDS can assist in preventing accidents,
a greater impact is likely to be achieved through alternative interventions. The
research into these alternatives did not fall within the scope of the current project and
it was suggested that a new project should be scoped to investigate them. SIMRAC
upheld this recommendation and terminated the project.

This document outlines the results of the first two milestones. The first milestone
determines whether an appropriate system for underground rail-bound VTP PDS
exists. The objective of the milestone is to explore the capabilities and limitations of
8
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current proximity detection systems given the requirements for a VTP proximity
detection system (PDS).
The hypothesis for milestone one is that no commercially available PDSs exist that
can be implemented for underground RBE with minimal effort. This is confirmed by
the research, no systems designed for rail-bound VTP PDS could be found and
PDSs designed for other applications cannot be used for rail-bound VTP without
significant modifications.

The second milestone investigates the technologies for VTP PDS on underground
RBE, as well as identifying and analysing the major issues limiting the use of current
systems. The analysis of the issues surrounding VTP PDS and potential solutions
produces two main outcomes. The first outcome is that VTP PDS cannot be seen as
the solution to prevent all RBE accidents. There are certain accidents that can be
prevented using a VTP PDS and others that can be better prevented using other
methods. The second outcome is that VTP PDS can assist in preventing accidents
where a worker being struck by a train while walking next to or in front of it, which is
identified as the most important cause of RBE accidents.

A list of technologies and combinations of technologies that could be used for VTP
PDS were evaluated according to a number of criteria based on the system
requirements. The result of this evaluation is that there are four VTP proximity
detection technologies that are identified as the best according to the evaluation
performed. These are;
1. mine-wide vehicle and personnel tracking,
2. a system based on a combination of thermal cameras and lidar,
3. a system of beacons identifying danger areas,
4. a system combining radar, RF and magnetic fields.

Page 9 of 82
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION
1.1

Project Aims

The objectives of this research are:






1.2

To explore the capabilities and limitations of current PDSs
To understand the technology limitations of current PDSs for implementation
in underground rail-bound applications for vehicle-pedestrian proximity
detection.
To determine the requirements for a vehicle-to-person PDS
To compile a list of candidate technologies or systems for a solution to
vehicle-to-person PDS for underground rail-bound vehicles.
To explore the promising technologies, in detail, to enable the proposal of a
suitable technology for a vehicle-to-person PDS for underground rail-bound
systems.

Project Hypothesis

The project had two major hypotheses, these are as follows.

Hypothesis 1: No commercially available PDS exists suitable for rail-bound vehicleto-person detection underground that can be implemented with minimal effort.

If Hypothesis 1 is confirmed, then the second hypothesis is investigated.

Hypothesis 2: There are technologies that can be used to develop such a PDS.

The majority of proximity detection systems are designed for trackless vehicles and
therefore the researchers hypothesised that the currently available systems will not
perfectly address the requirements of hard-rock rail-bound vehicle-to-person
detection. The first hypothesis was confirmed and phase two investigated
technologies that would enable a successful implementation of underground railbound vehicle-to-person PDS.

Promising technologies can be explored further with a view to developing the
technology that could underpin the PDS for underground rail-bound vehicle-toperson proximity detection and collision avoidance.
10
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1.3

Project Methodology

The research will be divided into four phases each with a specific focus. Each
focused phase aims to address a certain aspect of the research question. The
project was cancelled at the end of the second phase so only the first two phases of
the proposed research were performed.

The first phase investigated the commercially available systems for collision
avoidance in mines. The research took the form of a desktop study, investigating
available collision avoidance technologies from global suppliers. The study
catalogued the available systems; their underlying technologies, claimed features
and performance characteristics, and their intended deployment conditions. The
research in phase one outlined the performance characteristics of collision
avoidance systems as claimed by the manufacturers and did not involve the
verification of such claims. The fundamental technologies enabling the PDS were
explored and evaluated to determine the advantages or limitations of the technology
for underground rail-bound vehicle-to-person PDSs. The intention of phase one is to
provide the background for the remainder of the project.
Research phase two surveys technologies for collision avoidance that show potential
but are not currently commercially available. This phase of the research involved the
compilation of data from multiple sources. The recorded technologies will also
identify areas of interest for further development.

Should phase one have identified a system that is successful for underground railbound vehicle-to-person proximity detection, this system would be further
investigated. Should a successful system be found, then phase two would involve
visiting the implementing mine and system manufacturer to determine how the
system was implemented and what made it successful.

The project has been cancelled before phases three and four were started, but the
planned methodology for them was as follows;
Page 11 of 82
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A short list of the best systems and technologies identified in the first two
phases will be produced in phase three.



The systems identified in the short list will then be evaluated with the help of
the champion mine.

The technologies will be evaluated against identified

criteria necessary for an underground rail-bound vehicle-person PDS.


The short listed technologies will then be ranked such that the most promising
prospects are identified for phase 4 development.



Should it be an existing system that proves most suitable, then the testing is
intended to take place in partnership with the supplying company.



Should a new technology be tested, the intention is to partner with the
technology supplier in testing a prototype system at the champion mine.

The fourth and final phase would be used to produce a recommendation report. This
final report will use the results of the evaluation phase to make recommendations on
the best collision avoidance systems. The report will also outline any implementation
issues or recommendations that can be used by mines to ensure PDSs are
introduced successfully. In addition to the full implementation report, a simple
selection and implementation guide will be generated based on all the PDSs
evaluated during the investigation. The characteristics (pros, cons, strengths and
limitations) of all PDS systems will feed into the selection guide such that by
answering a series of questions about the desired PDS performance and
implementation area, the most suitable PDS systems can be identified. The report
will also indicate the proposed avenue for development of a suitable underground,
rail-bound vehicle-person PDS system. This could be in the form of an
implementation of an existing system, an adaptation of an existing system to meet
the unique underground rail-bound environment, or the continued development of
new technology that would enable the successful implementation of a vehicle-person
PDS.

1.4

Project Milestones

The research was intended to consist of four key research milestones but the project
was stopped after the completion of milestone 2.
12
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Table 1: Key milestones
MILE -STONE START &
NO.

ENABLING OUTPUT

END DATE (MM/YYYY)

1

Commercially available PDS systems report

10/2013

01/2014

2

State of PDS technology development report

01/2014

03/2014

3

A short list of the best PDS technologies

N/A

N/A

4

Implementation recommendations document

N/A

N/A

The first output is a report outlining the collision avoidance systems available
globally. The commercial PDS systems report describes the available systems and
their intended operating environment, as well as other pertinent information. This
report by itself would provide a useful reference for mines intending to implement a
proximity detection system.

The second output is a report examining the state of as-yet non-commercialised
collision avoidance technologies. The list of technologies provides a reference
should a mine wish to investigate the further development of the technology to meet
their particular needs.

The third milestone was planned as a documented short list of tested and evaluated
proximity detection systems. The candidate technologies/systems in this list would
have been tested (in the case of existing systems) or developed (in the case of new
technologies) in order to produce the final recommendations on their suitability for
underground, rail-bound vehicle-to-person PDSs. This milestone would have been
documented in a report detailing the development and testing, and was intended to
be completed in partnership with the champion mine and the technology/system
suppliers.

The final research output would have been a recommendation report. The
recommendation report would make recommendations on the best pedestrian
detection systems or technologies for underground hard-rock mine rail-bound
equipment. The report would have also made recommendations on implementation
based on experience gathered during the testing of the shortlisted technologies. The
Page 13 of 82
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output will additionally include an abridged selection and implementation guide to
enable the transfer of the research outcomes to the industry.

1.5

Champion Mines

A single champion mine was identified for this research project. The champion mine
was Anglo American Platinum‘s Tumela Mine.

14
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MILESTONE DELIVERABLES

2.1

MILESTONE 1

Transportation machinery is responsible for a large portion injuries and deaths in
South African mines, as illustrated in Figure 1. Being run over or crushed by
transportation equipment is the second largest cause of mine deaths after rock-fallrelated incidents. The large proportion of fatalities due to transportation machinery
indicates that improvements in this area will have significant impact in the
improvement of mine safety.

Figure 1: A comparison of causes of mine deaths between May 2005 and
March 2010 (compiled from DMR fatality reports for both surface and
underground mines)1

Of the transportation related fatalities, identified from the DMR fatality reports, 38%
involved rail-bound equipment. While trackless vehicles are responsible for the

1

Here machinery is all equipment that is stationary or not self-propelled, such as scrapers, winches,
conventional drills, crushers etc.
Page 15 of 82
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majority of transportation fatalities, rail-bound equipment (RBE) is still responsible for
a significant portion of accidents and fatalities.

The leading cause of fatalities involving rail-bound equipment in South African gold
mines is a person being crush or struck by part of the train while walking or standing
against the sidewall. This indicates that a proximity detection system (PDS) to detect
personnel near RBE is essential.

The Mining Charter expects mining companies to investigate the leading practices
from the Mining industry Occupational Safety and Health (MOSH) Learning Hub for
adoption as relevant. The PDS leading practices that have been promoted for
adoption do not address vehicle-to-person (VTP) detection for underground RBE.
The MOSH initiative does not focus on new/novel concepts its objective is to get the
entire industry adopting an existing practice from a source mine [1]. To the author‘s
knowledge there is no source mine with an existing VTP PDS for underground RBE.
A suitable technology needs to be identified so that it can be implemented at a
source mine and become part of the PDS leading practice.

There are a number of systems that detect the presence of personnel and other
vehicles in the vicinity of a mining vehicle. This milestone investigates what systems
are currently available and their applicability for performing VTP proximity detection
for underground rail-bound equipment.

Through interactions with our champion mine the requirements for a rail-bound VTP
proximity detection system have been determined. The identified PDSs are
evaluated in terms of their mode of operation and their applicability to the rail-bound
VTP application.

Existing PDSs use radar, the global positioning system (GPS), radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags, radio frequency (RF) communications, ultrasonic or laser
measurements, cameras or some combination of these technologies to detect
workers near mine equipment.
16
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GPS-based proximity detection systems are commonly used for surface operations.
A GPS-based VTP system requires all surface personnel, and vehicles, to carry a
GPS receiver and a radio for communication with nearby vehicles. Each vehicle and
pedestrian broadcasts its position to vehicles in an area and a display in the vehicle
shows the position of nearby vehicles personnel and stationary objects. The system
alarms if there is an obstacle within a predetermined range [2], [3]. The reliance of
the system on satellite signals precludes it from operating in a GPS-deprived
underground environment.

Radar-based systems operate using the time-of-flight of electromagnetic signals to
determine distance between the radar unit and the object that reflected the
electromagnetic energy. Doppler radar makes use of the Doppler effect to determine
the speed (towards or away from the radar) of a detected object as well as its
distance. It has been shown that the attenuation of millimetre-wave radar signals by
mine dust and thick fog is negligible [4]. This makes radar a promising sensor for
distance sensing underground. Single beam radars are the most common for PDS.
Scanning radar systems use a single beam which is scanned to produce a twodimensional (2D) or 3D range image. Millimetre-wave radar has a small enough
aperture and narrow enough beam width to allow it to be scanned using mirrors.
These mirrors need to be comparatively large which makes a scanning radar system
large and potentially problematic in a confined underground environment. Radarbased proximity detection has been used for surface mining equipment as an aid to
surface dump truck drivers for detecting people and small vehicles behind the truck.
The system is fairly effective, with only occasional false alarms [3]. The close
proximity of mine walls and other objects makes the use of radar-based PDS in an
underground setting challenging and unlikely to be effective [5].

RFID-based systems detect the presence of a RFID tag in the vicinity of a vehicle for
proximity detection. RFID is a generic term used for technologies that use radio
waves to identify people and objects [6]. The most common method of identification
is to store a serial number, which identifies the object or person, on a microchip
attached to an antenna. The antenna allows the microchip to transmit the
Page 17 of 82
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identification information to a reader that can then convert the RF signal back into
the serial number to make use of it. An RFID tag used for a PDS would contain
additional circuitry that allows it to determine the distance between the tag and
reader.

RF-based systems use some form of RF communication to determine the proximity
of a RF transceiver. RFID tags fall under the banner of RF-based systems and
different manufacturers use the term in different manners. Therefore whether a
system is classed as being RFID-based or simply RF-based depends on the
manufacturer. A common RF system that is distinct from the RFID-based systems is
the magnetic field-based system. A magnetic field-based system uses a low or very
low frequency magnetic field to produce a stable marker field. Usually the magnetic
field generator is located on the vehicle (even though some systems have the tags
creating the magnetic field). The personnel tag contains a sensor to measure the
magnetic field and an RF transmitter to communicate back to the vehicle. The tag
can calculate the distance from the generator using the known flux density
distribution about the generator [7].

Ultrasonic sensors are used for a variety of distance measurement and proximity
detection applications. Ultrasonic sensors use the speed of sound and the length of
time from a sound transmission to echo to determine the distance to an object.
Ultrasonic sensors are common for automotive parking assistance devices but there
are a number of challenges to using them in mines. One of the problems is that
temperature and humidity affect the speed of sound and hence the measured
distances. The biggest problem is that any external ultrasonic noise sources (any
nearby operating machinery) can also trigger ultrasonic sensors [5].

Laser-based (lidar) systems operate in a similar manner to radar except that they
use the time-of-flight of infrared laser light. Laser scanners usually use a single laser
and receiver and sweep the beam using a rotating mirror. Laser-based proximity
systems provide accurate distance measurements to all objects within a certain
range. Such system do not provide any information about what the object is, just that
18
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there is an object at a certain position. This can be an advantage in that the laserbased PDS can be used to prevent collisions with any objects (without requiring tags
on everything) but it can also be a disadvantage because it does not specifically
identify objects that can move on their own (such as people).

Until recently, most camera-based systems are driver aids that do not provide active
proximity detection. With increasingly advanced algorithms and processing power,
this is changing. Visible-light cameras are commonly used for surface vehicles but in
order to operate in an underground mine, a system using visible-light imaging would
require its own light source in order to operate reliably. An additional disadvantage of
visible-light imaging is that if a miner points her cap-lamp directly at the camera the
intense, focussed beam is sufficient to saturate a visible-light camera. An alternative
to visible-light imaging is thermal imaging cameras which can produce clear images
in complete darkness [8]. Thermal imaging cameras create images of a scene based
on the thermal (long-wave infrared) radiation received from the scene. The radiation
received is due to the thermal radiation emitted by objects in the scene, as well as
radiation from other sources reflected off objects.

2.1.1 Results per Milestone 1
Anglo American Platinum‘s Tumela mine is the champion mine for this research and
was used as a test case to determine the requirements for an underground railbound VTP PDS. The predominant mining layout is conventional scattered breast
mining with strike pillars. The operating depth for the current workings is between
180 metres and 895 metres below surface [9].

Tumela mine has a full loco driver information system (LDIS) on their rail-bound
vehicles. The LDIS provides vehicle-to-vehicle (VTV) and vehicle-to-beacon (VTB)
proximity detection. The system does not have VTP detection other than a portable
work-team beacon. The work-team beacon helps to protect teams that are working in
haulages. The beacon is placed in the haulage near where the work is taking place
to warn the workers of an approaching train and to warn the driver of the work team.
The work-team beacon is not a VTP system since it is protecting the area where the
Page 19 of 82
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work is performed and not the workers themselves. Should the workers move away
from the beacon they would no longer be warned of an approaching loco and neither
would the locomotive driver be warned of their presence.

The main requirements for a rail-bound VTP PDS, as identified by Tumela, are the
following.


The system must operate reliably and not suffer from intermittent or signal
integrity issues.



A warning distance of 60 m between the vehicle and person is desired to
allow sufficient time for the worker to find a cubby to stand safely in. This
is the same distance as for rail-bound VTV [1].



Nuisance trips must obviously be avoided.



The large number of people present in a typical haulage implies that
slowing the locomotive whenever a person is detected is not feasible.
Retarding or tripping the locomotive should only be performed if a person
does not respond to the warning and remains in a dangerous position.



In cases where there are multiple people and or other locomotives that
could cause a warning, the PDS must indicate clearly who/what is
causing the alarm.



All detection information must be logged for accident investigation and
reporting purposes.

The above requirements are only the technical requirements for the PDS and does
not indicate the important requirements related to risk assessment, training and
change management.

A closer look at the simple requirements for a rail-bound VTP PDS shows the
challenges that a technology must overcome to successfully address the issue of
rail-bound VTP PDS. The challenges are all interrelated; individually they may be
easily solved but together they pose a more significant challenge. The first challenge
is the required detection distance of 60 m. It is a significant distance and is longer
than the maximum range a large number of PDSs can achieve. When coupled with
the long narrow nature of a haulage, ensuring reliable detection at these ranges
20
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becomes more of a challenge. Possibly the biggest challenge is the need for the
system to be able to operate in a haulage with personnel without nuisance alarms or
trips. Ideally access to the haulage by personnel should be restricted. Being struck
whilst walking along a haulage has been identified as the leading type of fatal
accident involving RBE [10]. Controlling access would be the best first line of
defence but in many cases is not feasible. In addition to the difficulties of restricting
access to haulages the effect would be limited since the majority of accidents involve
the train team [10].

According to the operating procedures of Tumela mine, when a train approaches
personnel in the haulage are required to find a cubby to stand in or if that is not
possible they must stop and stand back again the sidewall. The locomotive is not
required to slow down but the drivers may do so at their discretion. To avoid
nuisance alarms personnel who are standing safely against a sidewall or in a cubby
should not cause the system to raise an alarm of trip the locomotive. Figure 2 shows
a safe situation that needs to be recognised by a rail-bound VTP PDS. This is the
situation where the miner has moved into a position where there is enough clearance
for the train to pass. Figure 3 shows a contrasting dangerous situation where the
miner is standing in a position where there is insufficient space for the locomotive to
pass safely. Figure 4 shows another situation where the miner fails to move off the
tracks and is in danger of being struck by the train. There are additional dangerous
situations involving RBE, but those shown in the figures below are the situations
where a VTP PDS may assist.
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Figure 2: A miner being safely passed by a train

Figure 3: A dangerous situation - insufficient space between the train and the
sidewall for the miner

Figure 4: A dangerous situation - A miner failing to move off the tracks

22
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A rail-bound VTP PDS would need to be able to identify the different scenarios in
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 to produce the appropriate response. The
requirement that a VTP PDS would need to be able to identify the difference
between the situations in Figure 2 and Figure 3 implies that the system needs to be
capable of determining the position of the person in 2 dimensions (x and y) and not
simply proximity. If we let the x-direction be in the direction of travel of the RBE, the
PDS needs to be able to determine where a person is in the y-direction. The Mine
Health and Safety Regulations require a clearance of 500 mm between the sidewall
and a train. To determine whether there is sufficient clearance for a person standing
against the sidewall, a VTP PDS would need to have an accuracy in the ‗y-direction‘
of better than 500 mm.

A complete list of currently available proximity detection systems is presented in
Appendix A. They will be analysed in terms of how they meet the requirements
discussed above.

Any GPS-based system can be excluded since it will not work underground in the
absence of GPS signals. Ultrasonic systems can also be excluded since they
typically have a range of approximately 1 m and are susceptible to interference from
ultrasonic noise created by mining machinery [5]. This leaves PDSs based on
cameras, radar, lidar, various RF and magnetic fields as possibilities for underground
rail-bound VTP PDS.

As previously discussed, the use of radar in a narrow haulage is challenging. It is
possible to get radar systems with very narrow beam-width (less than 1.5⁰) and
detection ranges over 100 m [4]. None of the researched commercial radar-based
PDSs can achieve the detection range. The Ogden Multi Beam Radar system is the
longest range radar based system found, but only has a detection range of 23 m
which is not sufficient.

There are a number of RF-based systems that are promising for VTP PDS. Most of
the RF-based systems are long range with ranges up to 300 m being claimed. The
current VTV PDS used by Tumela mine for their RBE is the Loco Driver Information
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System (LDIS). The LDIS is an RF-based PDS with a claimed range of 110 m.
Although the range of such systems is acceptable, it does not appear that any
system is capable of providing a 2D position of the person relative to the vehicle.
This means that the RF-based systems would alarm whenever the train passed any
pedestrian even if they were safely standing out of the way of the train.

A magnetic field-based system can provide the 2D information that RF systems lack.
The M3-1000 from Matrix Design Group uses multiple receivers (six) located on the
vehicle to determine the exact 2D, x and y positions of the personnel around the
vehicle. Unfortunately, magnetic field-based systems also lack sufficient range to be
used for rail-bound VTP. The HazardAvert system for surface and hard-rock
trackless vehicles is the longest range magnetic field-based system found, with a
range of 25 m. Magnetic fields are a promising technology for further development,
since it may be comparatively easy to increase the field strength and, therefore, the
range. The current systems, however, do not meet the range requirements; they can
only detect a person when it is too late to stop the train.

There are two lidar-based PDSs, one for surface trackless vehicles and one for
underground trackless vehicles. The MINESIC100 TCW system for underground
trackless vehicles assists the driver to avoid obstacles and tunnel walls. The system
displays the obstacle and tunnel wall profile in real time and audible warnings are
given in critical situations. The lidar used for the MINESIC system has a distance
accuracy of 12 mm and an angular resolution down to 0.25⁰; this is more than
accurate enough to provide a precise 2D position of a person of other obstacle. The
range of the system is 50 m which does not quite meet the desired specification of
60 m, but may be sufficient to provide acceptable warning time. A lidar-based
system, such as the MINESIC, could be used to determine whether there is enough
clearance between the side of the locomotive or hoppers and a person standing
against the sidewall. Since the system cannot provide any information on what an
obstacle is, it would indicate that there is insufficient clearance between the train and
something that is against the sidewall. It does not appear that the MINESIC100
system calculates the clearances between the vehicle and sidewalls, but this should
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be a relatively simple addition. The system currently detects walls, vehicles and
infrastructure and analyses the operator‘s intentions to provide appropriate warnings.
There are two disadvantages that limit the application of the MINESIC100 to railbound VTP PDS. The first problem is that the system is not intended to detect
people and it is unclear whether it would reliably detect a person. The other issue is
that the lidar system scans along a single horizontal plane, so anything that is above
or below this plane will not be detected. This may be an issue if a miner trips or
passes out and is lying in the path of the train.

Camera-based PDSs are the last type of PDS investigated. There are a number of
camera-based systems for surface vehicles to assist the driver to see obstacles in
his/her vehicle‘s blind spots. Visible-light cameras would be of limited use in a typical
underground rail-bound operation since large blind-spots are not the major concern.
If the driver could not see a person or obstacle the camera is unlikely to help.
Infrared imaging cameras provide advantages that make them promising for use in
underground mining environments. Thermal imaging does not require external
illumination, which gives it a range advantage over illuminated imaging such as
visible or near-infrared systems [8], [11]. A thermal camera could assist the driver (or
guard) to see further and be able to react sooner; this would be a driver aid and not a
PDS. To be a PDS, the camera would need to include automatic detection and
warning capabilities. Automatic detection of personnel using thermal imaging
cameras is available on various motor vehicles [12]. The Autoliv night vision system
analyses the scene and vehicle dynamics to determine if a pedestrian is at risk of
being hit by the vehicle. Warnings are activated with enough time for the driver to
react when a pedestrian moves into the vehicle‘s path. The system can reveal
objects more than 100 m in front of the vehicle. Automatic pedestrian detection night
vision systems are a good potential option for VTP PDS, but there are no
commercially available systems that can be directly implemented on underground
RBE.

Lidar and cameras both provide good accuracy for determining whether a person is
in the path of a train, but they are both line-of-sight technologies. This means that
they cannot detect a person around a corner. At an intersection, if a person is around
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the corner from an oncoming train, the RBE operator would not be aware of the
person and vice versa. This is the type of situation where a VTP PDS should assist
by warning both the RBE operator and pedestrian of the presence of the other. This
could also be achieved through the use of stationary warning systems at
intersections that would warn a pedestrian of an approaching train. Whether or not a
line-of-sight PDS could be used would therefore depend on the situation.

2.1.2 Conclusions from Milestone 1
The hypothesis for this phase of the research is that no commercially available
proximity detection system exists for underground rail-bound vehicle-to-person
detection that can be implemented with minimal effort. A review of available PDSs, in
the context of the requirements for rail-bound VTP detection, has confirmed this
hypothesis.

Of the 41 systems shown in Appendix A, there are none that claim to be designed for
rail-bound VTP proximity detection. Investigation of the requirements for rail-bound
VTP PDS shows that, while there are similarities with rail-bound VTV and VTB, The
differences prevent the direct transfer of systems designed for VTV to VTP.

While the systems identified may not be directly implemented for rail-bound VTP
PDS, it does not mean that they would not work. The systems were evaluated by
their operating principles and specifications as indicated by the supplier. These
specifications were evaluated against the requirements identified by the champion
mine. A mine with different requirements may find that one of the systems listed in
Appendix A may be appropriate. Also many suppliers will customise their systems to
different situations; the implementation effort would, however, be higher therefore the
‗default‘ system is evaluated.

There are alternative options for mitigating the risks associated with underground
rail-bound equipment. These could include; restricting access to haulages, providing
refuge cubbies at intervals, restricting locomotive speed and others. These
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alternatives have not been considered since this is outside the scope of this
milestone.

2.2

MILESTONE 2

Transportation machinery is responsible for a large portion injuries and deaths in
South African mines. Being run over or crushed by transportation equipment is the
second largest cause of mine deaths after rock-fall-related incidents.

Of the transportation and machinery (T&M) related fatalities, identified from the DMR
fatality reports from 2005 to 2010, 38% involved rail-bound equipment. The DMR
accident descriptions for 2013 showed that rail-bound equipment (RBE) is
responsible for 36% of all T&M accidents.

24%
36%

RBE
Scrapers and winches
Drill rig / bolter

2%

LHD

2%

Truck
Lifting equipment

4%

Other

7%
25%

Figure 5: Breakdown of 2013 T&M accidents by equipment involved
The previous milestone showed that there are no existing proximity detection
systems (PDSs) that meet the requirements, articulated by the champion mine, for a
vehicle-to-person (VTP) PDS for rail-bound equipment (RBE). This milestone
therefore takes a broader view of the problem of injuries and fatalities caused by
RBE. This work will investigate the core issues of rail-bound accidents to identify
essential and advantageous requirements for a VTP PDS for RBE. Various other
options for modifying RBE operations or infrastructure such that available PDSs can
meet requirements are investigated.
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There are a number of possible causes of lost-time injury (LTI) and fatal accidents. It
is important to understand the types of accidents that occur to identify which type of
accident VTP PDS could prevent. Knowing the types of accidents that involve RBE
we can determine what criteria are most important for evaluating PDS technologies.

A 2005 study by Page, Mortin and Vermaak [10] into the causes of rail system
accidents in South African gold mines ranked what the victim was doing at the time
of the accident rail accidents by their frequency. The ranking of all accidents differed
from the rankings of only fatal accidents. While the prevention of fatal accidents is of
obvious importance, frequently occurring non-fatal accidents cannot be ignored. This
led Page et al. to produce a combined ranking of the most important causes of RBE
accidents. The top 5 activities, as identified by Page et al., and some possible control
measures are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: RBE accident causes and possible control measures
Ranking

Cause

Control measure

1

Walking

Hand-held remote for the guard
VTP PDS
Well-constructed and maintained haulages with sufficient
clearance

2

Derailment

Ensure track is laid and maintained to a high standard
Prevent excess speed on bad track

3

Collision

VTV PDS
Interventions to prevent drivers/guards attempting to get out
of the vehicle before a collision
Automate ventilation doors

4

Travelling on

Ensure equipment is properly designed to safely transport
people
Processes to prevent workers illegally riding in hoppers or
locos

5

Coupling

Semi-automatic couplers
Recognition of coupling hazards
PPE
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From Table 2 it is evident that a VTP PDS may assist in the most important cause of
accidents i.e. a worker being struck by the train while walking next to or in front of it.
A look at the accident descriptions from the DMR for the 2013 fatalities involving
RBE shows that the important accident causes identified by Page et al. are still valid.

There were six fatal accidents in 2013 involving RBE. The accident descriptions,
provided by the DMR, are:
1. The injured was fatally injured when he was caught between a locomotive
guard car and the sidewall.
2. The injured was struck by ventilation column and pinned against the
concrete cast, pinch bar and his head forced inside the ventilation pipes.
3. Whilst in the process of transporting broken ore tip, two locomotives in
opposite directions collided into each other in a curve.
4. Whilst conducting tramming related at 197 level haulage B west,
deceased sustained a head injury when he was struck by a hopper.
5. Whilst the now deceased was re-railing a mechanical loader, he lost his
balance, fell down and the mechanical loader fell on top of him.
6. His body was found partially pinned between the door and machine
frame, which was against the side wall of the tunnel.

The first fatality was evidently caused by the victim being caught between the train
and the side-wall. It is unclear exactly what caused the second fatality but it would
appear that the cause was that a ventilation column being transported either came
loose or was overhanging and struck the victim. The third accident was due to two
locomotives colliding. The fourth fatality appears to have been a worker involved in
the transportation process (likely a guard) being struck by a hopper. The fifth
accident occurred during re-railing. The final fatal accident appears to be have been
caused by a derailment. The machine frame that pinned the victim against a door
was said to be against the side-wall which would indicate that the equipment had
derailed. It is possible that the victim was attempting to exit the vehicle when it
derailed.
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From the 2013 RBE fatality descriptions it can be seen that being struck by some
part of the train while walking near it is still the leading accident cause. We can see
that vehicle-to-person PDS is one of the control measures that can reduce accidents
involving personnel standing or walking near RBE. While this would address the
most important cause of serious accidents we cannot expect proximity detections
systems to eliminate all the risks associated with RBE, this will require a number of
interventions.

The study by Page et al. indicated that the driver or guard were the victim in 72% of
fatal accidents. This corresponds well with current estimates that guards are involved
in 65-70% of accidents [13]. Since the train team are the victims in the majority of
accidents involving RBE, this is the first place to begin with RBE safety interventions.
A common type of accident involving the train team is the guard being struck by
his/her own train. The industry is already adopting a hand-held remote for the guard
that can prevent these types of accidents. The remote is held by the guard whilst he
is on foot, if he sees a dangerous condition or trips, he would tilt or drop the remote
which automatically stops the locomotive. The guard is in the best position to decide
whether he/she is in danger and therefore we believe that the hand-held remote for
the guard represents a better option than trying to include the protection of the guard
as a requirement for a VTP PDS.

Drivers, or guards, jumping out of their cars before a collision has been identified as
another major cause of train team fatalities. Enclosed locomotive and guard car
designs with interlocked doors can help prevent serious injuries and fatalities from
being crushed by derailed rolling stock after a collision.

Accidents involving ventilation doors are also common accident type concerning
members of the train team. Ventilation doors should be automated to reduce the
risks associated with them [14]. Automating ventilation doors would eliminate the
need for the train to stop in order for the guard to manually open the door; this
removes the guard from expose to the risk of being caught between the train and the
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door or frame. There are automated ventilation doors available that can be opened
via remote transmitters that could be mounted on RBE or via cap-lamp sensors [6].

The controls discussed above believed to be the most effective systems to protect
members of the train team or have already been implemented and shown to be
effective. It is believed that these systems provide a better solution to trying to get a
VTP PDS that can protect the guard and driver. The biggest risk to the rest of the
workforce, not involved with the transportation process, is being struck by a
locomotive/train [14]. The VTP proximity detection systems and technologies
discussed in the rest of this report will be focussed on those that detect a worker,
other than the driver or guard, near RBE.

2.2.1 Results per Milestone 2
In the previous milestone the main requirements for a rail-bound VTP PDS were by
Anglo Platinum‘s Tumela mine. The same requirements have been echoed by other
mines and it is therefore reasonable to infer that they would be similar in most
operations with RBE. The requirements are the following:


The system must operate reliably and not suffer from intermittent or signal
integrity issues.



A warning distance of 60 m between the vehicle and person is desired to
allow sufficient time for the worker to find a cubby to stand safely in.



Nuisance alarms or trips must be avoided.



The large number of people present in a typical haulage implies that
slowing the locomotive whenever a person is detected is not feasible.



Retarding or tripping the locomotive should only be performed as a last
resort.



In cases where there are multiple people and or other locomotives that
could cause a warning, the PDS must indicate clearly who/what is
causing the alarm.

There are a number of challenges to implementing rail-bound VTP PDS but there are
two main issues that restrict the applicability of current systems. The two issues are
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the long detection range required and the need for the system to be able to operate
with a number of personnel in close proximity without nuisance alarms. There are
other challenges such as signal integrity issues, interfacing and interference between
systems and others. These challenges are however surmountable and have already
been overcome in some mines.

The first issue is the long detection range desired for VTP PDS. The first potential
response to the issue of the required detection range is to investigate whether a
system with a shorter could be used. The maximum speed of underground
locomotives generally varies between 12 km/h and 16 km/h. The minimum average
deceleration is regulated to be at least 0.18 m/s2. If a PDS system warns the
locomotive driver and she takes 1.5 s to apply the brakes then the worst case
stopping distance of the train would be as shown in Figure 6. At a maximum speed
of 16 km/h it is evident that the train would take slightly over 60 m to stop, so a
detection range of 60 m is reasonable. Indications form the mines are that most
accidents may occur at low speeds and as such stopping distance is not an issue. It
is still undesirable to have a PDS with a detection distance shorter than the vehicle
stopping distance. From the 2005 to 2010 DMR fatality reports analysed there were
two incidents described as run over by a loco. While not as common an accident
type as derailments or collisions there are definitely cases where for whatever
reason a worker fails to move out of the way of an oncoming locomotive. Should a
worker be unable to move out of the way of a train by the time a PDS with a short
detection range warned the driver it would be too late to prevent the accident. This
type of incident would destroy trust in the usefulness of the PDS.
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Figure 6: A plot of stopping distance versus train speed
One option to ensure that the stopping distance is less than the detection range is to
limit the speed of underground locomotives to be such that they can stop in less than
the PDS detection range. A promising system for VTP proximity detection is the
HazardAvert system from Strata Proximity Systems LLC, this system has a
maximum range of 25 m. To achieve a stopping distance of 25 m we can see from
Figure 6 that the locomotive speed would need to be limited to less than 10 km/h.
This is however not a feasible option. To maintain production levels, the locomotive
fleet would need to be increased by between 20% and 60% depending on the
current locomotive speed. The increased number of RBE units would cause
increased congestion which is both unproductive as well as unsafe [14]. An increase
fleet of RBE would increase the exposure of personnel to the hazards associated
with RBE.
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Table 3: Summary of feasibility of solutions to the issues surrounding VTP
PDS
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The second issue is the challenge of detecting personnel that may be in danger but
not alarming every time the train passes a person. At a station there will be a large
number of personnel waiting to board a man-carriage (in cases where personnel are
transported by RBE). A VTP PDS would need to be able to handle the large number
of people in close proximity without alarming. In addition the system would also need
to be able to ignore all personnel that are travelling in the carriages. Depending on
the specific area and the time of day a locomotive could pass a large number of
people walking along travelling ways next to the tracks. In the vast majority of cases
these personnel are in no danger and the PDS should not raise a warning.

Ignoring people at stations and those travelling in man-carriages is not seen as a
major technical challenge. All current VTP PDS systems have some method of
ignoring the driver. Camera, radar and lidar-based systems are all directional and
only detect people or objects outside the vehicle. For radio frequency (RF) based
systems this can be achieved by programming the system to ignore certain tags.
Magnetic field-based systems can exclude the driver by using an exclusion or silent
zone. A loop can be placed in the vehicle cab that produces a secondary magnetic
field, the magnetic field sensor will detect that it is within the silent zone and not send
an alarm to the machine. Similar methods could be used to prevent locomotive
drivers, guards and personnel in man-carriages from triggering false alarms. A silent
zone could also be created around the waiting area at a station to prevent alarms
from workers waiting to board a train. An RF-based system could potentially be
programmed to ignore all tags in the station area by having a beacon in the area.
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A major challenge is getting a VTP PDS that can warn when a pedestrian is in
danger of being struck by the vehicle but ignore those who are safely clear of the
vehicle path. One possible solution could be to restrict access to transport haulages
by pedestrians, in this case the PDS could alarm whenever a worker is detected
without nuisance alarms. This is not a feasible option since none of the majors
(Anglo Platinum, Impala Platinum, AngloGold Ashanti) that responded to our survey
have alternative travelling ways for pedestrians.

Another option for ignoring pedestrians walking along the travelling way safely out of
the path of the train is to use a PDS that can detect whether the person is in a
dangerously narrow section of the haulage. This would require a system that can
detect where a pedestrian is relative to the vehicle as well as whether the clearance
in that section of the haulage is reduced. One of the ways this could be achieved is
by using a system that can measure the width of the travelling way in front of the
RBE. If a person is detected to be in a restricted area then the system can warn the
driver and the person. A second way that this could be achieved is through the use
of a PDS that is part of the mine infrastructure and not mounted on the vehicle. High
risk areas of the mine haulage system can be identified, these could be areas where
travelling ways are restricted or other risk areas like switches, tips etc. A beacon
would be placed at each high risk area and transceivers would be placed on RBE
and integrated into workers‘ cap-lamps. When the beacon detects that a worker has
entered a high risk area at the same time as a locomotive then it would send a
warning to both the locomotive driver and the worker.

As discussed previously magnetic field-based systems have silent zone generators
that are used to allow the driver to not trigger the PDS while in the cab. This
represents another possibility for eliminating false alarms from a VTP PDS. Safe
zones can be identified at regular intervals throughout the mine. These safe zones
would be areas away from hazards identified at the particular mine, such as areas of
restricted clearance, areas near switches etc. The operating procedures for
personnel being passed by a train would require that all personnel find the closest
demarcated safe zone and wait there until the train has passed. Should a worker not
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be in a safe area when a train approaches then he will be warned, together with the
locomotive driver.

An additional option to eliminate false alarms is to instrument haulages with radiofrequency beacons placed in areas identified as high risk. The beacons will
communicate with transceivers mounted on the train and worn by mine personnel. If
a person enters a danger are at the same time the beacon will detect both of them
and warn the person and the driver. A system like this could be integrated as an
addition to current RF-based VTV PDS systems. The problem with such a system is
that it is only as good as the risk identification performed to place the beacons. It can
be argued that if the high risk areas have been identified then a better intervention
may be to eliminate or control the risk source.

2.2.1.1Evaluation of feasible VTP PDS options
Existing systems based on RF and magnetic field technologies are not feasible
options because in their current form they will create constant false alarms whenever
a locomotive passes a worker.

All existing PDSs applicable to underground mining, use one of five fundamental
technologies:


Lidar



Radar



RF



Magnetic fields



Thermal cameras

There are two additional technologies that were identified that have not been used in
any commercial PDSs but could potentially be used for the application. These
technologies are:


Optical tags



Mine-wide tracking

A number of variations and combinations of the above seven basic technologies may
provide feasible solutions to the issues restricting the use of current systems. A brief
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description

of

the

PDS

technologies

and

combinations

is

provided

in

section 2.2.1.1.1. The technology options are then evaluated according to the criteria
discussed in section 2.2.1.1.2.

2.2.1.1.1

Description of VTP PDS technologies and combinations

2.2.1.1.1.1 Lidar

Laser-based (lidar) systems operate by measuring the time-of-flight of infrared laser
light. Laser scanners usually use a single laser and receiver and sweep the beam
using a rotating mirror. Laser-based PDSs provide accurate distance measurements
to all objects within the scan range.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – No



Line-of-sight or around corners – Line-of-sight (LOS) only



Maximum detection range – 50 m



Distance accuracy – 12 mm

2.2.1.1.1.2 Radar

Radar-based systems operate by measuring the time-of-flight of electromagnetic
signals to determine distance between the radar unit and the object that reflected the
electromagnetic energy. Single beam radars are the most common for PDS, they
measure the distance(s) to any object(s) within the beam. Scanning radar systems
scan a beam to produce a two-dimensional (2D) profile of distances similar to a lidarbased system.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – No



Line-of-sight or around corners – LOS only



Maximum detection range – 30 m for a scanned radar, 150 m single
beam [16]
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2.2.1.1.1.3 RF

RF-based systems use some form of RF communication to determine the proximity
of two RF transceivers, one on the vehicle and one carried by the worker.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – Yes



Line-of-sight or around corners – partial LOS



Maximum detection range – 100 m



Distance accuracy – low to none

2.2.1.1.1.4 Magnetic fields

A magnetic field-based system uses a low or very low frequency magnetic field to
produce a stable marker field. Usually the magnetic field generator is located on the
vehicle (even though some systems have the personnel tags producing the magnetic
field). The personnel tag contains a sensor to measure the magnetic field intensity
and an RF transmitter to communicate back to the vehicle. The tag can calculate the
distance from the generator using the known flux density distribution about the
generator [7]. The marker field of a magnetic field-based PDS can penetrate rock
and therefore these types of system can detect personnel who are out of line-ofsight.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – Yes



Line-of-sight or around corners – around corners



Maximum detection range – 30 m



Distance accuracy – approx. 150 mm

2.2.1.1.1.5 Thermal cameras

Thermal cameras make use of the long-wave infrared light emitted by all objects
(with a temperature above 0 K) to produce a thermal or temperature image. Since
the infrared light used by a thermal camera is emitted by the objects in the scene
thermal imaging does not require external illumination. This allows thermal cameras
to operate in complete darkness and provides range advantage over illuminated
imaging such as visible or near-infrared systems [11], [8]. A thermal camera-based
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VTP PDS combines a thermal camera with a processor that can perform automatic
person detection provide appropriate warnings.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – No



Line-of-sight or around corners – LOS only



Maximum detection range – 100 m



Distance accuracy – N/A

2.2.1.1.1.6 Optical tags

There has been some work done on a PDS using an optical ‗tag‘ based system. One
technique (US Patent Number: 4,626,849) uses optical tags which pulse at a certain
repetition rate. The repetition rate is used by the receiver to identify the object with
the attached tag (for example vehicles, personnel and fixed obstacles would each
have a different pulse rate). Another system that has been in development (although
recent attempts to determine the status of the development have been unsuccessful)
uses infrared transmitters attached to a cap-lamp battery cable. The workers‘
transmitter unit transmits infrared signals into three directions, to the back and both
sides. The vehicle is fitted with a transponder which has two receiver units. One
receiver is for long distance warning of around 30 m and the other one for activating
collision prevention at around 10-15 metres.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – Yes



Line-of-sight or around corners – LOS only



Maximum detection range – 30 m



Distance accuracy – low to none

2.2.1.1.1.7 Mine wide tracking

This involves using a system that is capable of tracking all mobile equipment and
personnel underground. Such a system can then be used to determine whether a
piece of RBE is on a collision course with a person. A system like the Trax+Tags™
system from Minetec can act as a sub-metre accuracy underground GPS equivalent
system [17]. Sub-metre accuracy should be sufficient to determine whether a worker
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is standing clear of a train on the travelling way. In addition it is possible to detect
fixed hazards, other vehicles and people around corners. The main disadvantage of
this type of system is that it requires extensive infrastructure that requires significant
implementation effort and cost.


Additional mine infrastructure required – Extensive



Personnel tags required – Yes



Line-of-sight or around corners – around corners



Maximum detection range – 125 m



Distance accuracy – < 1 m

2.2.1.1.1.8 RF danger area beacons

This involves placing RF beacons in high risk areas of a mine. The beacons will
communicate with transceivers mounted on the train and worn by mine personnel
and if a person and train enter a danger area at the same time the beacon will detect
it and warn the person and the driver. A system like this could be integrated as an
addition to current RF-based VTV PDS systems.


Additional mine infrastructure required – Yes



Personnel tags required – Yes



Line-of-sight or around corners – around corners



Maximum detection range – 100 m



Distance accuracy – low

2.2.1.1.1.9 Magnetic field with silent zones

This is a magnetic field-based PDS with silent zones placed in safe areas throughout
transport haulages. The silent zones would allow RBE to pass workers standing in
safe areas without producing nuisance alarms.


Additional mine infrastructure required – No



Personnel tags required – Yes



Line-of-sight or around corners – around corners



Maximum detection range – 30 m



Distance accuracy – approx.. 150 mm
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2.2.1.1.1.10

Combination systems

There are a number of possible combination systems which can use a combination
of technologies to take advantage of the advantages of both technologies. For
example with a combination of lidar and magnetic fields the magnetic fields identify
personnel in the vicinity of the vehicle and the lidar provides accurate position
information. A combination of thermal camera and lidar uses the thermal camera to
identify pedestrians and the lidar to determine an accurate distance to the person
and track them.

2.2.1.1.2

Evaluation criteria and their rating system

The criteria for evaluation of the various VTP PDSs are described below, together
with the rating system for each criterion.
2.2.1.1.2.1 False Alarms

The false alarm criterion evaluates a system‘s ability to correctly indicate danger to a
worker due to RBE. A high false alarm rate would occur when warnings are
constantly issued even if the proximate person is safely standing in the travelling
way.

A system that cannot identify whether someone is in front of, next to, or behind the
train will be certain to cause false alarms and is rated as 0. Systems that can usually
ignore workers in close but safe proximity to the vehicle but will sometimes require
judgement from the driver get a 3. A system that will only ever alarm when a worker
is at risk will produce no false alarms and gets a rating of 5.
Table 4: Rating for false alarm criterion
Rating Description
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5

None

4

Unlikely

3

Acceptable

2

Possible

1

Likely

0

Certain
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2.2.1.1.2.2 Interference

The interference rating is the likelihood of interference being experienced by the
system, or caused by the system as a result of proximity to other in-mine systems.

The ranking system here uses none as a 5 for the systems where no interference is
possible such as for passive systems like a camera-based system. If interference is
possible the system is awarded a rating of 2. Possible but unlikely interference is
awarded 3.
Table 5: Rating for interference criterion
Rating Description
5

none

4
3

Unlikely

2

Possible

1

2.2.1.1.2.3 Measurement range

This criterion seeks to capture the ability of the system to be able to detect a person
at the required range for a successful PDS.

As discussed above, greater than 60 m is ideal for early detection of a potential
collision, such that remedial action can be taken. In this case even a train travelling
at 16 km/h could be stopped in time to avoid a collision.

Between 30 m and 60 m is sufficient time to stop a train going at a speed of between
12 km/h and 16 km/h. Less than 30 m is debatable in terms of the usefulness for
remedial action to be taken. The train is moving at a rate that an accident would be
unavoidable at maximum speed. Indications are that many incidents do not occur at
maximum speeds, and thus a PDS system with less than 30 m detection range may
still be useful.
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Table 6: Rating for measurement range criterion
Rating Description
5

>60 m – best feasible range

4
3

30 m < x > 60 m -

2
1

< 30 m – only effective at low speeds

2.2.1.1.2.4 Line of Sight/ around corners

This criterion rewards systems that are able to ‗see around corners‘ to some degree.
For example, mine wide systems would not be limited by line of sight as a camera
based system would be. Magnetic fields can penetrate rock and work better around
corners than RF based systems are able to.
Multiple technology systems then use a combination of the capabilities of each of the
systems.

Systems that can detect personnel around the corner from the vehicle get a rating of
5. Combination systems that combine line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight technologies
Systems that can sometimes, but not reliably, detect workers around corners have a
limited around the corner capability and get a rating of 2. A system that only has
line-of-sight capability gets a rating of 1.
Table 7: Rating for line of side / around corners criterion.
Rating Description
5

Around corner

4
3

Some around corner

2

Limited

around

corner
1
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2.2.1.1.2.5 Technology Risk

This criterion seeks to quantify the likelihood that the technology under discussion
will ultimately fail as a solution as a result of its maturity. In other words, the amount
of unknown science and engineering that is still needed to take the system from a
feasible technology to a working product can be indicative of the risk the possible
solution contains.
Table 8: Rating for technology risk criterion
Rating Description
5

Proven

4

Prototype

3

Design

2

Concept

–

low

risk
1

Concept – high
risk

2.2.1.1.2.6 Implementation effort

This criterion captures that amount of infrastructure required to implement the PDS
technology.

A system that only requires a single sensor to be mounted on the vehicle is the
simplest to implement and scores a 5. A combination system only requiring sensors
on the vehicle would require a low implementation effort and gets a rating of 4. A
system that requires a transceiver on the vehicle and tags for all personnel requires
medium effort and scores 3. A system that requires transceivers/tags for all vehicles
and personnel and in addition requires added fixed infrastructure such as beacons
requires that most implementation effort and scores a 1.
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Table 9: Rating for implementation effort criterion
Rating Description
5

Very low

4

Low

3

Medium

2

High

1

Very high

2.2.1.1.2.7 Indication of the source of the warning

This criterion is for the ability of the system to indicate who/what is causing an alert.
At busy intersections it is advantageous for the driver to know who/what is causing a
warning in order to make a decision about the best action required.

The ranking is according to the ease with which the person causing the alarm can be
identified to the driver. This ranking goes from a 5 for very easy to a 1 for very
difficult.

Table 10: Rating for indication of source of warning criterion
Rating Description

2.2.1.1.3

5

Very easy

4

Easy

3

Ok

2

Difficult

1

Very Difficult

Criteria weighting

To ensure that each criterion contributes to the score in accordance with its
importance, each criterion is given a weighting representing its relative importance.
The most important criteria with a weighting of 5 are:


False alarms
A false alarm occurs when the system produces a warning when there is
no danger to the person. There will be a large number of people who will
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be in close proximity to a train but are not in danger. Frequent false
alarms will destroy trust in the system and cause warnings to be ignored
or the system to be disabled.


Interference
Any interference is will undermine the reliability of the system and/or other
mine system which is severely undesirable.



Measurement range
This represents whether the system could detect a person far enough
away to stop a train running at full speed. Longer detection ranges are
preferable but a system with a short detection range may still assist in
preventing the majority of accidents that occur at low speeds.



Line-of-sight or around corner detection
Sharp tunnel curves and intersections represent high risk areas. The
ability to ‗see‘ around the corner significantly improves the driver‘s
situational awareness and improves RBE safety.

The lower importance criteria, with a weighting of 3 are:


Technology risk
This represents the potential development work that may be required to
get the technology working in on underground RBE. A lower technology
risk will result in quicker implementation of the solution.



Implementation effort
This represents the effort required to integrate the system into existing
mine operations. This ranges from only requiring additional equipment on
the RBE to a system that requires additional infrastructure, as well as
tags/transceivers on all RBE and personnel.



Indicate source of the warning
At busy intersections it is advantageous for the driver to know who/what is
causing a warning in order to make a decision about the best course of
action.
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Table 11: Weightings for PDS evaluation criteria

Criterion

False alarms

Interference

measurement
Range

Line-of-sight /
around corners

Technology risk

Implementation
effort

Indicate source
of the warning

Weighting

5

5

5

5

3

3

3

2.2.1.1.4

Grading the systems

Each of the evaluated PDS technologies and combinations of technologies has been
evaluated according to the rating system described in section 2.2.1.1.2. A description
of how each technology was rated on each of the evaluation criteria is furnished
below.
2.2.1.1.4.1 False Alarms

Table 12 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the false alarm
criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the ratings for the systems
were arrived at.

Table 12: System evaluation results for false alarms
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System
RF
Magnetic field
Optical tags
Thermal camera
Radar and RF
Radar and Magnetic field
Radar and RF and magnetic field

certain
certain
likely
likely
likely
likely
likely

Rating

False alarms
5
Characteristic

Criterion
Weighting

0
0
1
1
1
1
1
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Radar
Thermal camera and RF
Thermal camera and Magnetic
field
Thermal camera and radar
Lidar
Lidar and RF
Lidar and Magnetic field
Thermal camera and lidar
Danger area beacons
Mine-wide tracking
Magnetic field with silent zones

likely
likely

1
1

possible
possible
possible
acceptable
acceptable
acceptable
unlikely
unlikely
none

2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
5

PDSs based on RF and magnetic fields do not have sufficient directionality to
determine whether a worker is in a restricted area and in danger of being struck by
the train. This implies that false alarms will be certain to occur.

Optical tags can only provide an approximate distance based on intensity of the light
received from the tag. Additionally angular resolution possible (why) – only gives
some idea of distance (worse than radar) and angle (worse than camera) therefore a
rating of likely is chosen.

At long ranges a thermal camera lacks the resolution to determine if the person is
safe or not. A narrow field of view camera could be used to provide sufficient
resolution and long range but then the camera could not view the entire tunnel width
near the vehicle. Therefore a false alarm classification of likely is chosen.

A high resolution scanning radar can determine whether a person is in front of or off
to the side of a train, however the low precision and special resolution limits radar to
being used to segment large objects (about 2m in size) [18]. Since you probably
can‘t segment a person from the side-wall false alarms will be likely.

Radar combined with RF or magnetic field technology is still likely to produce false
alarms since the RF and magnetic fields do not provide additional spatial resolution
(they provide distance information no better than radar and do not add any angular
information).
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Magnetic field technology and radar provide distance information to thermal cameras
which provide high angular resolution, therefore the combination of the two systems
would provide less likely false alarms than each system individually and thus a rating
of possible is chosen.

In a straight tunnel the high angular and distance resolution of lidar systems allow
them to work well in identifying whether a worker is in the path of the train. On a
bend a person may appear to in the path of a locomotive but are not because the
rails curve away from them. False alarms are possible under certain circumstances
implying the rating for lidar based systems. RF and magnetic fields provide
complementary information like the number of people in the vicinity of the trains and
therefore improve the system hence improve the rating. Similarly a thermal camera
and lidar system get an acceptable rating because the camera complements the
lidar by identifying people that the lidar can then accurately locate.

Danger area beacons will raise an alarm when a person and RBE unit are both
within the range of the beacon. Since the area where the beacon has been placed
has been defined as unsafe for people and RBE to be in these alarms are
considered to all be true. It is possible that the beacon signal may travel further than
intended and warn the driver about someone who has not yet entered the danger
are. This implies that false alarms are unlikely but not impossible.

Magnetic field with silent zones will not produce false alarms since the safe zones
are defined by the silent zones. Anyone (except the guard) not in the silent safe zone
will set off an alarm but they are not in a designated safe zone so they should be
considered to be at risk. False alarms are therefore virtually impossible.
2.2.1.1.4.2 Interference

Table 13 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the interference
criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the ratings for the systems
were arrived at.
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Table 13: System evaluation results for interference

System
Danger area beacons
RF
Optical tags
Magnetic field
Radar and RF
Radar and RF and magnetic
field
Lidar and RF
Magnetic field with silent
zones
Radar and Magnetic field
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Lidar and Magnetic field
Thermal camera and RF
Mine-wide tracking
Radar
Thermal camera and radar
Thermal camera and lidar
Lidar
Thermal camera

Rating

Interference
5
Characteristic

Criterion
Weighting

possible
possible
possible
possible
possible

2
2
2
2
2

possible
possible

2
2

possible
possible

2
2

possible
possible
possible
unlikely
unlikely
unlikely
unlikely
unlikely
none

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
5

RF-based systems generally use frequencies around 433 MHz or 915 MHz, these
frequencies are popular for a number of wireless communication system. Since there
is likely to be other communication system using the same frequency bands
interference between these systems is possible. Since interference is both ways,
between other systems and the PDS and vice versa, any combined system including
RF will have possible interference.
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Optical tags use the intensity of the light to determine the distance to the tag, any
similar light source is likely to cause interference.

High power electrical systems such as pump stations and transformers have been
reported to interfere with magnetic field-based systems [4]. It is therefore known that
interference with magnetic field-based systems is possible. As with RF any system
incorporating magnetic fields will therefore also suffer from possible interference.

Mine wide tracking is based on a wifi-based real-time locating system. Wifi uses
direct-sequence

spread

spectrum,

a

modulation

technique

which

reduces

interference and allows sharing of a single frequency channel. In addition being
based on fixed infrastructure the position of the localising transceivers can be
adjusted in the unlikely even of interference, therefore interference is unlikely for
mine-wide tracking.

Radar systems that could be used for PDS operate in the microwave frequency band
with 24 GHz, 77 GHz and 94 GHz being typical. These frequencies are very far from
any of the typical frequencies that would be found in a mine so interference is
unlikely.

Lidar-based systems use a very narrow infrared laser beam to measure distance.
This beam is rotated through the lidar‘s viewing angle at a high rate (up to 100 times
per second). Interference is very unlikely since another laser source (for example
from another lidar) would have to hit the exact same points at the exact same time to
interfere.

Thermal camera on their own are passive and do not emit any electromagnetic
energy and therefore cannot interfere with any other mine system. Similarly the
electromagnetic energy emitted by any other system will not interfere with the
camera.
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2.2.1.1.4.3 Measurement range

Table 14 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the measurement
range criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the ratings for the
systems were arrived at.

Table 14: System evaluation results for measurement range

System
Magnetic field
Magnetic field with silent
zones
Optical tags
Radar and Magnetic field
Lidar and Magnetic field
Radar
Lidar
Danger area beacons
RF
Radar and RF
Radar and RF and magnetic
field
Lidar and RF
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Thermal camera and RF
Mine-wide tracking
Thermal camera and radar
Thermal camera and lidar
Thermal camera

Rating

Criterion
Weighting

Characteristic

Measurement
Range
5

<30 m

1

<30 m
>30<60
>30<60
>30<60
>30<60
>30<60
>60 m
>60 m
>60 m

1
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5

>60 m
>60 m

5
5

>60 m
>60 m
>60 m
>60 m
>60 m
>60 m

5
5
5
5
5
5

The measurement range is the maximum detection range of the technology as
provided in section 2.2.1.1.1. For combination systems the maximum detection
range of the longest-range system is used.
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2.2.1.1.4.4 Line-of-sight / around corners

Table 15 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the line-of-sight or
around corner detection criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the
ratings for the systems were arrived at.

Table 15: System evaluation results for line-of-sight

System
Optical tags
Radar
Lidar
Thermal camera and radar
Thermal camera and lidar
Thermal camera
RF
Radar and RF
Lidar and RF
Thermal camera and RF
Magnetic field
Magnetic field with silent
zones
Radar and Magnetic field
Lidar and Magnetic field
Danger area beacons
Radar and RF and magnetic
field
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Mine-wide tracking
54

Rating

Characteristic

Criterion
Weighting

Line-of-sight / around
corners
5

LOS
LOS
LOS
LOS
LOS
LOS
limited around
corner
limited around
corner
limited around
corner
limited around
corner
around corner

1
1
1
1
1
1

around corner
around corner
around corner
around corner

5
5
5
5

around corner

5

around corner
around corner

5
5

3
3
3
3
5
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Optical tags, radar, lidar and thermal cameras are all inherently line-of-sight
technologies.

RF signals can propagate around corners but the extent and distance to which this
happens is not repeatable and therefore RF-based systems and combinations get a
limited around the corner rating.

Magnetic field technology is capable of detecting tags around corners, so magneticfield based systems or any combination system with magnetic fields gets an around
the corner rating.

Danger area beacons would use RF communication but since they are fixed the
signal propagation around the corner can be tested and if insufficient the beacon can
be moved or additional beacons added. It is therefore expected that reliable around
the corner detection can be achieved.

Mine wide tracking provides a global position of all equipment and personnel in the
mine. The system determines the positions of the closest personnel through the
tracking infrastructure and does not rely on signals travelling around corners to do so
therefore detecting someone around a corner is no different to detecting them
straight ahead.
2.2.1.1.4.5 Technology Risk

Table 16 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the technology risk
criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the ratings for the systems
were arrived at.

All the systems with a rating of 2 (concept low) are ideas for combining existing
technologies. The systems are combining existing technologies so the risk of the
concept is relatively low. Since no designs have been found for how the two
technologies would be integrated, these combination systems remain concepts.
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Table 16: System evaluation results for technology risk

System
Thermal camera and radar
Radar and RF
Lidar and RF
Thermal camera and RF
Radar and Magnetic field
Lidar and Magnetic field
Danger area beacons
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Optical tags
Radar
Lidar
Mine-wide tracking
Thermal camera and lidar
Thermal camera
RF
Magnetic field
Magnetic field with silent
zones
Radar and RF and magnetic
field

concept
low
concept
low
concept
low
concept
low
concept
low
concept
low
concept
low
concept
low
design
design
design
design
prototype
prototype
proven
proven

Rating

Technology risk
3
Characteristic

Criterion
Weighting

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
5

proven

5

proven

5

A patent exists for optical tag based PDS but the existence of any prototypes could
not be established therefore optical tags are, according to our definition, a design.
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Radar-based PDSs for surface vehicles exist but no working prototypes for an
underground application can be found, so radar for underground VTP PDS remains
a design.

A lidar-based system for assisting trackless vehicle operators to avoid accidents with
underground tunnel walls or other vehicles exists. Lidar has also been used for the
autonomous navigation of underground haul trucks at Finsch diamond mine. The fact
that lidar based systems have been operating successfully underground the rating
must be higher than a concept. No prototype VTP PDS using lidar technology exists
so the rating is a design.

Mine-wide tracking for PDS is a design. Mine wide tracking systems such as the
Trax+Tags™ system from Minetec exist but a prototype system using the technology
for PDS does not yet exist.

A prototype underground VTP PDS system using a combination of lidar and thermal
cameras is being developed by Ubora Innovation in conjunction with the CSIR. Since
the combination prototype exists a thermal camera on its own must also be at the
prototype stage.

RF and magnetic field-based systems have been proven in underground mining
operations. RF has been used for VTV PDS on RBE and magnetic fields for VTP
PDS on trackless vehicles.
2.2.1.1.4.6 Implementation effort

Table 17 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the implementation
effort criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the ratings for the
systems were arrived at.

Mine-wide tracking requires tracking infrastructure to be installed throughout the
mine in all transport haulages. In addition all RBE and personnel will need to be
equipped with transceivers. All this makes the required implementation very high. A
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magnetic field system with silent zones requires a similarly large amount of effort. All
RBE and personnel must be equipped with tags and silent zone generators must be
placed at regular intervals at safe positions throughout the mine‘s rail network.

Table 17: System evaluation results for implementation effort

System
Mine-wide tracking
Magnetic field with silent
zones
Danger area beacons
Radar and RF
Lidar and RF
Thermal camera and RF
Radar and Magnetic field
Lidar and Magnetic field
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Optical tags
RF
Magnetic field
Radar and RF and magnetic
field
Thermal camera and radar
Radar
Lidar
Thermal camera and lidar
Thermal camera

Rating

Characteristic

Criterion
Weighting

Implementation
effort
3

very high

1

very high
high
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium

1
2
3
3
3
3
3

medium
medium
medium
medium

3
3
3
3

medium
low
low
low
low
low

3
5
5
5
5
5

Danger area beacons only require beacons at identified danger areas so the
required infrastructure is less. The implementation effort is still high since the system
requires fixed infrastructure, personnel transceivers and vehicle transceivers.
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The systems that require vehicle and personnel transceivers but no additional fixed
infrastructure require a medium implementation effort.

Systems that only require sensors to be fitted to the vehicle are the easiest to
implement are rated as requiring low implementation effort.
2.2.1.1.4.7 Indication of the source of the warning

Table 18 shows the ratings for the evaluated technologies for the indication of the
source of the warning criterion. This is then followed by a discussion of how the
ratings for the systems were arrived at.

Table 18: System evaluation for indicating the source of a warning

System
RF
Optical tags
Radar and RF
Radar and RF and magnetic
field
Radar
Thermal camera and RF
Radar and Magnetic field
Magnetic field
Danger area beacons
Magnetic field with silent
zones
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Thermal camera and radar
Thermal camera
Mine-wide tracking
Lidar and RF
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Rating

Characteristic

Indicate source
of warning
3

Criterion
Weighting

very difficult
difficult
difficult

1
2
2

difficult
difficult
ok
ok
ok
ok

2
2
3
3
3
3

ok

3

ok
ok
ok
easy
easy

3
3
3
4
4
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Lidar and Magnetic field
Lidar
Thermal camera and lidar

easy
easy
very easy

4
4
5

RF-based systems cannot provide any indication of where a tagged person is
relative to the vehicle; therefore if there are multiple people in the vicinity of a vehicle
it is very difficult to indicate who is in danger.

Optical tags only provide an approximate distance and direction making identifying
the source of a warning difficult when multiple people are around.

As discussed in section 2.2.1.1.4.1 radar does not have sufficient spatial resolution
to be able to segment individual people, this makes it difficult to identify an individual
that may be causing an alert.

Mine-wide tracking has the global position of the vehicle and all workers in the
vicinity of any vehicle. It is easy to envisage some sort of display showing all the
people in the vicinity of the train and which of them are causing an alarm.

Systems using magnetic fields can only provide cardinal direction (front, front left,
front right etc.) type information. This may be sufficient to determine the source of
the warning and hence the ok rating.

Thermal cameras provide an intuitive method to display the source of a warning to a
driver. Since they cannot determine the absolute position of the people they only
represent an ok method of identifying the source of a warning.

Danger area beacons cannot differentiate between multiple people in an area but
since the whole are is considered unsafe there is not a case where one person is in
danger and another is not. This means that the ability to indicate the source of the
warning is ok.
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It is easy to display the source of the warning with a system that uses lidar because
the system determines whether any person/object is in the path of the vehicle. Since
the position of a person must be calculated by the system to create the alarm it is
easy to display the source of the alarm.

Thermal cameras and lidar provide a very easy identification of the source of the
warning. The lidar provides an accurate position and the camera provides a simple
and intuitive method to indicate the person in danger.

2.2.1.1.5

Technology evaluation results

A summary of the full technology evaluation matrix is shown in Table 19, this
evaluation of the various technologies for VTP PDS for underground RBE has
identified the following five technology options as the most promising:
1. Mine-wide tracking
2. Thermal cameras with lidar
3. Danger area beacons
4. Thermal cameras
5. A system combining radar, RF and magnetic fields

The combination of thermal cameras and lidar and thermal cameras on their own
are both identified as promising technologies. The evaluation of the combined
system will allow conclusions on the individual technologies to be drawn. This
implies that thermal cameras will not be evaluated as a separate system to the
combination system.
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Table 19: Summary of full system evaluations

3
Rating

Total

Rank

Rating

4

109

1

5
2
5

easy
very
easy
ok
ok

5
3
3

102
101
96

2
3
4

medium

3

difficult

2

95

5

2

medium

3

ok

3

94

6

proven

5

very high

1

ok

3

92

7

3
5

concept low
concept low

2
2

medium
medium

3
3

easy
easy

4
4

92
92

LOS

1

concept low

2

low

5

ok

3

85

1

design

3

low

5

easy

4

81

5

LOS
limited around
corner

3

concept low

2

medium

3

ok

3

79

3
5

around corner
limited around

5
3

concept low
proven

2
5

medium
medium

3
3

ok
very

3
1

79
77

7
7
1
0
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

unlikely

4

unlikely

3

>60 m

5

around corner

5

design

3

very high

1

acceptable
unlikely
likely

3
4
1

unlikely
possible
none

3
2
5

>60 m
>60 m
>60 m

5
5
5

LOS
around corner
LOS

1
5
1

prototype
concept low
prototype

4
2
4

low
high
low

likely

1

possible

2

>60 m

5

around corner

5

proven

5

possible

2

possible

2

>60 m

5

around corner

5

concept low

none

5

possible

2

<30 m

1

5

Lidar and RF
Lidar and Magnetic field
Thermal camera and
radar

acceptable
acceptable

3
3

possible
possible

2
2

>60 m
>30<60

5
3

around corner
limited around
corner
around corner

possible

2

unlikely

3

>60 m

5

Lidar

possible

2

unlikely

3

>30<60

3

Thermal camera and RF

likely

1

possible

2

>60 m

Radar and Magnetic field
RF

likely
certain

1
0

possible
possible

2
2

>30<60
>60 m
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Characteristic

3
Rating

Rating

Rating

3

Characteristic

System
Mine-wide tracking
Thermal camera and
lidar
Danger area beacons
Thermal camera
Radar and RF and
magnetic field
Thermal camera and
Magnetic field
Magnetic field with silent
zones

5

Indicate
source of
warning

Characteristic

5

Technology risk

Implementation
effort

Rating

5

Characteristic

5

Line-of-sight /
around corners

Rating

Weighting

Characteristic

Interference
Characteristic

False alarms
Characteristic

Criterion

Measurement
Range
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Radar and RF

likely

1

possible

2

>60 m

5

corner
limited around
corner

Magnetic field

certain

0

possible

2

<30 m

1

around corner

5

proven

5

medium

3

ok

3

73

Radar

likely

1

unlikely

3

>30<60

3

LOS

1

design

3

low

5

difficult

2

70

Optical tags

likely

1

possible

2

>30<60

3

LOS

1

design

3

medium

3

difficult

2

59
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difficult
3

concept low

2

medium

3

difficult

2

76

4
1
5
1
6
1
7
1
8
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2.2.2 Conclusions from Milestone 2
VTP PDS cannot be seen as the solution to prevent all RBE accidents. There are
certain accidents that can be prevented using a VTP PDS and others that can be
better prevented using other interventions. For example VTP PDS is not the best
solution for protecting the locomotive guard when he/she is out of the guard car.

VTP PDS can assist in preventing accidents where a worker is struck by a train or
crushed against the sidewall in a restricted area of travelling way. The previous
milestone indicated that the currently available VTP PDSs would not meet the
requirements for an underground rail-bound system. The second hypothesis for this
research is that if no system exists that meets the requirements of VTP PDS for
underground RBE then there are technologies that can be used to develop such a
PDS.

The major issues limiting the use of current systems are identified and analysed. The
potential solutions that were identified were added to a list of identified PDS
technologies. This list of technologies and combinations of technologies are
evaluated according to a number of criteria based on the system requirements.

There are four VTP proximity detection technologies that are identified as the best
according to the evaluation performed. These are mine-wide vehicle and personnel
tracking a system based on thermal cameras and lidar, danger area beacons and a
system combining radar, RF and magnetic fields. These are the technologies that will
be studied in depth in the following milestone.

2.3

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Current commercially available systems do not meet the requirements for
underground rail-bound VTP PDS.
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It is believed that vehicle-to-person proximity detection systems do have a role to play
in preventing rail-bound equipment accidents in underground mines. There are four
VTP proximity detection technologies that are identified as the best according to the
evaluation performed. These are mine-wide vehicle and personnel tracking a system
based on thermal cameras and lidar, danger area beacons and a system combining
radar, RF and magnetic fields. It is believed that these technologies should be
developed further.

PDS cannot however be seen as the ultimate solution to RBE accidents. There are a
number of safety measures that should be implemented, PDS should be
supplemental to these measures and cannot be seen as a replacement. The
important controls that should be in place in addition to any PDSs are:


Promote the hand-held guard remote for leading practice adoption
o It is believed that this represents the best method to protect the
guard



Systems to ensure high track quality
o Bad quality track is a major cause of derailments and the accidents
associated with both the derailment and subsequent re-railing



Implement semi-automated coupling systems
o A large number of injuries occur during coupling operations



Automate ventilation doors and remove other obstructions from haulages
o The risk the guard is exposed to is reduced by eliminating the need
to get out and open ventilation doors.



Install ‗black-box‘ like condition monitoring and recording devices on
locomotives
o The lack of adequate information regarding accidents make find the
root cause very challenging
o For any safety interventions to be successful they must address the
root cause of accidents and therefore having sufficient information to
identify such causes is essential.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
There are two main focus areas that we believe should be further researched. The
first is the further development and evaluation of the promising VTP PDS
technologies identified in this research. The second is the investigation of alternative
RBE safety improvements and methods for their adoption.

For the investigation of the promising VTP PDS technologies there are a number of
questions that will need to be answered about each to system.
For mine-wide tracking we need to know:
 What are the costs associated with such a system?
 Can the quoted sub-metre accuracy be achieved in a tunnel environment?
 Is there a reason why the system could not be used for PDS?
For thermal cameras and lidar we need to know:


Is the line-of-sight nature of the system acceptable?



Will the prototype detect people reliably enough underground?

For a system using danger area beacons we need to know:


Are RBE accidents isolated to certain areas that can be classed as danger
areas?

For a system combining radar, RF and magnetic fields we need to know:


Can the combination provide sufficient special accuracy to prevent false
alarms from personnel in travelling ways next to RBE?

For the investigation of alternative safety interventions, the following focus areas are
believed to be important:


Identify technologies or best practices for track quality inspection,
monitoring and maintenance.



Investigate the implications of installing automated ventilation doors. What
would the effects be on RBE safety, productivity and ventilation quality?
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Investigate systems or technologies for ‗black-box‘ like condition monitoring
and recording devices to improve accident root cause analysis .
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RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR

IMPLEMENTATION

FOR

THE

SECTOR
The sector should implement the alternative interventions for underground RBE
safety improvement while the PDS technology is developed further.
A remote control system for the guard exists that can help prevent a significant
portion of accidents involving the guard. Such systems exist and can be implemented
without additional research. The use of a guard remote has been implemented with
success by some of the majors but it does not appear that they are being
implemented universally across the sector.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OPTIONS
This project was a study of available systems and technologies for VTP PDS and no
technology was developed that requires transferral.
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CONCLUSIONS
The overall project conclusions for the project are as follows:


Current commercially available systems do not meet the requirements for
underground rail-bound VTP PDS.



Vehicle-to-person proximity detection systems do have a role to play in
preventing rail-bound equipment accidents in underground mines.



There are four PDS technologies that are technologies that are identified
as presenting the best chance of success for underground rail-bound VTP
PDS. These are:
o Mine-wide vehicle and personnel tracking
o A system based on thermal cameras and lidar
o A system of danger area beacons
o A system combining radar, RF and magnetic fields



For each of the four PDS technologies there needs to be some additional
testing and development to determine which system(s) will be successful.



PDS cannot however be seen as the ultimate solution to preventing RBE
accidents. There are a number of safety measures that should be
implemented.



Important

additional

measures

that

should

be

considered

for

implementation or development are:
o Promote the hand-held guard remote for leading practice adoption
o Systems and best practice procedures to ensure high track quality
o The implement semi-automated coupling systems
o The automation of ventilation doors
o Systems or technologies to detect and potentially remove
obstructions from haulages
o The installation of ‗black-box‘ like condition monitoring and
recording devices on locomotives
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LIST OF APPENDICES

Appendix A: A Complete List of Available PDSs
Supplier

System

Vehicle type
/ application

Technology

Pedestrian
warning

Driver
warning

Vehicle
interfacing

Range

Power

Notes

URL

Booyco
electronics

CWS 800

Trackless
vehicles

VLF (< 15kHz)
and RF

Visible
and
audible

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

15 m

12V DC

HazardAve
rt

Trackless
vehicles

ellipse
up to 25
m

24V DC

Becker
mining
systems
Industrea
Limited

CAS 300

Trackless
vehicles

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle
None

up to
500 m

9-36 V
DC

vehicle to
vehicle RF does
not use GPS

Industrea
Limited

CAS Lite

Surface
trackless

Visible
and
audible
Audible
with
graphical
interface
Audible
with
graphical
interface

10-30 V
DC

Surface
trackless

Visible and
audible
warning
None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

up to
100 m

CAS RF

Low
frequency
(73kHz)
magnetic
field and UHF
434 MHz
active RFID
tag
Camera with
RF unit using
time of flight
technology
GPS with
915MHz
communicati
on

Tags detect VLF
and respond to
machine with
RF
Zone size can
change with
speed

http://www.booycoelectronics.co.za/products/collisionwarning-system

Strata
Proximity
Systems LLC

Cap-lamp
flash,
optional
warning
Visible and
audible
warning

Vehicle
monitoring

up to
500 m

9-36 V
DC

Alarming is
based on realtime predictive
algorithms
based
on heading,
speed,
stopping
distance ,
vehicle / object
type

None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

Visible
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http://www.strataworldwide.com/electron
ic-safety/hazardavert

http://www.za.beckermining.com/runtime/cms.run/doc/English/
63/Collision_Avoidance_System.html
http://www.industrea.com.au/irm/content
/ourbusinesses_miningtechnologies_cas.ht
ml
http://www.industrea.com.au/irm/content
/ourbusinesses_miningtechnologies_cas.ht
ml
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and distance

Matrix
Design
Group (with
Joy Mining)

M3-1000
(SMARTZO
NE)

Coal
continuous
miners

Magnetic
field,
transmitter
on personnel,
six receivers
on CM

Visible and
audible
warning

Visible

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

9m

Matrix
Design
Group

IntelliZone
HD and LT

Trackless
vehicles

Same
sharpzone
technology as
M3-1000
with optional
Lidar/Radar/c
amera
integration

?

Visible
and
audible

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

unspecif
ied long
range

Nautilus
Internationa
l

Coal
buddy

Coal
continuous
miners

Magnetic
field

Flashing
light on
vehicle

None

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

unspecif
ied
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Provides
precise (X,Y
coordinate)
location of
personnel
around
machinery
IntelliZoneHD Designed for
heavy vehicles
in hard rock
and surface
mines. Includes
triangulation,
in-cab digital
directional
display, and
machine
integration
IntelliZoneLT Designed for
light vehicles in
hard rock and
surface mines.
Includes in-cab
alerting.
separate unit
not integrated
with cap-lamp
Desinged for
remote control
CM - no cab
mounted
warning

http://www.matrixteam.com/products/pro
ximity-detection.htm

http://www.matrixteam.com/products/pro
ximity-detection.htm

http://www.nautilusintl.com/mining/nautilus-coal-buddyoperators-proximity-detection-system-forunderground-coal-mines-operating-in-anexplosive-methane-gas-environment-classi-div-ii/
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Nautilus
Internationa
l

Cap-lamp
buddy

Hard-rock
trackless

Magnetic
field

Flashes
vehicle
lights and
sounds
horn

Audible

None

unspecif
ied

Nautilus
Internationa
l

Haultruck
buddy

Surface
trackless

Magnetic
field

Sounds
vehicle
horn

Unspecifi
ed alarm

None

unspecif
ied

Orbit

BodyGaur
d

active
transmitting
personnel tag

None

Visible
and
audible

None

1-100 m

Acumine

4cast

Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)
Surface
trackless

GPS with
mesh
wireless

None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

Audible
with
graphical
interface

Vehicle
monitoring

up to
500 m

Jannatec

Johnny
light G3
turbo

Schauenburg
Systems

SCAS II
Collision
Avoidance
System

Undergroun
d trackless

dual band RF

None

Visible
and
audible

Slow or
stop
vehicle

greater
than 30
m

Blue
electronics

Rail
Maintena
nce Early
Warning
Detection
System

Surface railbound
equipment

2.4GHz TOF
and GPS

None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

Audible
with
graphical
interface

None

unspecif
ied

74

10-30 V
DC

proximity
detection
device
integrated with
cap-lamp
battery

http://www.nautilusintl.com/mining/nautilus-cap-lamp-buddyproximity-detection-system-forunderground-applications/

http://www.nautilusintl.com/mining/nautilus-haultruck-buddyproximity-detection-system-for-all-surfaceapplications/
http://www.orbitcoms.com/BodyGuard.ph
p

12-24 V
DC

each agent has
full info about
all others,
speed, heading,
position
Little detail,
collision
avoidance
capability
integrated in
caplamp

http://www.acumine.com/_Products/Proxi
mity.php

http://www.jannatec.com/

http://www.schauenburg.co.za/products/s
cas-ii/

12 & 24
V DC

Same
technology as
Blue
Electronics
personal PDS
system

http://www.4elements.za.com/index.php/
products/mining-industrialapplications/23-rail-maintenance
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Blue
electronics

Personal
Proximity
Detection
System

Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)

2.4GHz TOF
and GPS

Visible,
audible and
vibration

Audible
with
graphical
interface

None

unspecif
ied

12 & 24
V DC

Infotronix

Collision
avoidance
system hard rock

Hard-rock
trackless

Magnetic
field

Visible and
audible
warning

Visible
and
audible

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

long
range
50m,
close
range
15m

24V DC

Infotronix

Collision
avoidance
system coal

Coal
trackless

Magnetic
field

Visible and
audible
warning

Visible
and
audible

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

long
range
50m,
close
range
15m

12V DC

SafeMine

CAS

Surface
trackless

GPS and RF

500m

?

http://www.safe-mine.com/

Safety
Centre

Surface
trackless

GPS, RF,
cameras and
radar

Visible
and
audible
Visible
and
audible

None

SafeMine

None:
vehicle to
vehicle only
None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

None

?

http://www.safemine.com/index.php/products

Preco
electronics

Preview
WorkZone

Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)

radar

None

Visible
and
audible

None

500m
and
close
range
4.5m

?

http://www.previewradar.com/workzonepreview.html
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Buddy Alert TM
allows worker
to send out a
warning.
Doesn't seem
specifically
designed for
mining
vehicle to
vehicle at long
range, vehicle
to person at
close range.
Tested safe
with
detonators
vehicle to
vehicle at long
range, vehicle
to person at
close range.
Tested safe
with
detonators

http://www.blueelectronics.com.au/blue/f
iles/PDS_Brochure2%203.pdf

http://www.infotronix.com.au/productcat
egory/collision-avoidance-system/

http://www.infotronix.com.au/productcat
egory/collision-avoidance-system/
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Preco
electronics

WorkSight
PreView

Preco
electronics

Xtreme
Preview

Preco
electronics

Preview
Safety
Alert
System

Caterpillar

Minestar
detect

MineSite
technologies

BlueGlue

76

Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)
Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)
Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)
Trackless
vehicles

radar

None

Visible
and
audible

None

6m

?

http://www.previewradar.com/worksightpreview.html

radar

None

Visible
and
audible

None

10m

?

http://www.previewradar.com/industry/i
mprove-your-mine-s-safety-record.html

radar

Audible
warning

Visible
and
audible

None

can use
previous
radar
systems
(4.510m)

?

http://www.previewradar.com/industry/i
mprove-your-mine-s-safety-record.html

cameras,
radar, GNSS
(GPS) and
tags

?

Visible
and
audible

Shutdown/
stop
vehicle

ImPact
Vehicle
Intelligenc
e Platform
(VIP)

Undergroun
d trackless

wifi tags

None

Audible
with
graphical
interface

None

up to
300 m

8-54 V
DC

Third eye

Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)

active RFID
tags

None

Visible
and
audible
alert

None

unspecif
ied

12/24/4
8 V DC

Technology
suite using
cameras, radar,
GPS and tags in
different
combinations
for different
equipment
can also read
aeroscout tags

https://mining.cat.com/cda/alias/products
/technology

All examples
were surface
vehicles

http://www.blueglue.com.au/blueglue_thirdeye-flyer_v1.pdf

http://minesite.net/products/
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A&R
Engineering

Sense
technologies

Loco
Driver
Informatio
n System
(LDIS)
Gaurdian
alert

Safety Vision

Undergroun
d rail-bound
equipment

433 MHz RF

None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

Visible
and
audible

Slow or
stop
vehicle

110 m

24V DC

includes driver
and guard
signalling

http://www.areng.co.za/products_wireless
_comm.aspx

Light motor
vehicles

Doppler
radar

None

None

2.7 m

12 V DC

intended for
light vehicles
and cars

http://www.sensetech.com/guardianalert.
htm

Light and
heavy
vehicles

cameras

None

Visible
and
audible
alert
None

None

N/A

?

Enhance driver
awareness,
records enhance
accountability

http://www.safetyvision.com/products/?q
=&category=4

Trackless
vehicles
Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)
Trackless
vehicles

cameras

None

None

None

N/A

?

cameras

None

None

None

N/A

?

http://www.eccolink.com/products/applic
ations.aspx?catId=2411&page=1
http://www.intecvideo.com/mining.php

UHF RFID

None

Visible
and
audible
Audible
with
graphical
interface

None

50-100
m

12-24 V
DC

http://minecom.net.au/solutions/tracking.
html

None

up to
150 m
front,
50 m
rear

24 V DC

Audible
with
graphical
interface

None

up to 50
m

24 V DC

ECCO

Gemineye

Intec Video
Systems

CVCxxx

Minecom

DACS 600

SICK

Truck
protection
system

Surface
trackless

scanning
Lidar

None

SICK

Tunnel
collision
warning
system

Undergroun
d trackless

scanning
Lidar

None
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provides road
departure
warning.
Warns if any
object is in the
path of the
vehicle
provides
assistance for
manouvering in
confined area.
Warns if any
object is in the
path of the
vehicle

https://www.mysick.com/eCat.aspx?go=Da
taSheet&Cat=Row&At=Fa&Cult=English&Pr
oductID=88191&Category=Produktfinder

https://www.mysick.com/eCat.aspx?go=Da
taSheet&Cat=Row&At=Fa&Cult=English&Pr
oductID=88190&Category=Produktfinder
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Minetec

Safedetect

Trackless
vehicles

125 kHz
magnetic
field

None

Visible
and
audible

Slow or
stop
vehicle

40 m

?

Ogden
safety
systems

Ogden
Multi
Beam
Radar

Industrial
equipment
(medium
and heavy
duty trucks,
forklifts etc.)

phased array
multibeam
FMCW radar

None

Visible
and
audible

Autobrakin
g

23 m

10 - 36
V DC

Various
manufacture
rs

Parktronic
, Rear Park
Assist,
Park
Distance
Control

Light motor
vehicles

Ultrasonic

None

Audible

None

~1m

12 V DC

Autoliv

Night
vision

Light motor
vehicles

None

N/A

PAMS
Proximiti

Surface
trackless

Visible
and
audible
Audible
with
graphical
interface

None

iVolve

Thermal
Infrared
camera
GPS and
radar

None

N/A

?

Modular
Mining

ProVision
Proximity
Detection
Module

Surface
trackless

GPS

None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

Audible
and text
based

None

N/A

?
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None:
vehicle to
vehicle only

warning device
shows front or
rear and
proximity
Multi beam
gives
configurable
detection
zones and not
simply a
distance

GPS for long
range, high
speed and
radar for short
range, low
speed
integrates with
DISPATCH fleet
management
system

http://minetec.com.au/safedetect.aspx

http://www.ogdenradar.com/theradar.php?content=2

http://www.autoliv.com/ProductsAndInno
vations/ActiveSafetySystems/Pages/NightV
isionSystems.aspx
http://www.ivolve.com/products/safety/

http://modularmining.com/wpcontent/uploads/NewModularTechnology
MininmizesRiskIncreasesMineSafety_2007
1.pdf
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
A summary of the project finances, as planned for the full project, is shown in the
spread sheet below. All costs are inclusive of VAT.
Name of Project: SIM 130501
PROJECT EXPENSES
PLANNED
TOTAL COSTS
DETAILED COSTING

Project Staff Costs Operating Costs
Capital Costs
Subcontractor costs
Other Costs
R 1 124 700.00
R 280 000.00
R 200 000.00
R 0.00
R 0.00
R 1 604 700.00

Enabling Output
Commercial systems review

Milestone Date

Days Planned

31-Jul-13

43

Planned Costs
R 324 800.00

Collision avoidance technology review

31-Oct-13

53

R 604 100.00

promising technology evaluation (system review)

01-Jan-14

44

R 394 700.00

System and implemenatation recommendations

28-Feb-14

43

R 281 100.00

Quarter 1

Planned Per Quarter
Quarter 2
Quarter 3

HR COSTS
Total Planned
For Project
Dickens
Teleka
Sabatta
Green
Nonyana

Total

R 431 500.00
R 197 800.00
R 154 700.00
R 211 100.00
R 129 600.00
R 1 124 700.00

R 93 500.00
R 32 400.00
R 32 400.00
R 32 500.00
R 0.00
R 190 800.00

R 115 000.00
R 64 700.00
R 64 700.00
R 92 000.00
R 43 200.00
R 379 600.00

Quarter 4

R 129 500.00
R 68 300.00
R 32 400.00
R 48 700.00
R 64 800.00
R 343 700.00

R 93 500.00
R 32 400.00
R 25 200.00
R 37 900.00
R 21 600.00
R 210 600.00

OPERATING COSTS
Expense

Total Planned

Planned Per Quarter

For Project

Quarter 1

Quarter 2

Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Miscellaneous

R 50 000.00

R 10 000.00

R 15 000.00

R 15 000.00

Local travel

R 30 000.00

R 3 000.00

R 6 000.00

R 18 000.00

R 10 000.00
R 3 000.00

R 33 000.00

R 13 000.00

† Research institute visits

R 200 000.00

Total

R 280 000.00

R 200 000.00

R 13 000.00

R 221 000.00

CAPITAL COSTS
Expense

Total Planned
For Project

Planned Per Quarter
Quarter 2
Quarter 3

Quarter 1

Test System 1

R 100 000.00

Test system 2

R 100 000.00

Total

R 200 000.00

Quarter 4
R 100 000.00
R 100 000.00

R 0.00

R 0.00

R 200 000.00

R 0.00

SUB CONTRACTOR COSTS
Name

Total Planned
For Project

R 0.00

Total

Planned Per Quarter
Quarter 2
Quarter 3

Quarter 1

R 0.00

R 0.00

Quarter 4

R 0.00

R 0.00

OTHER COSTS
Name

Total

Total Planned

Planned Per Quarter

For Project

Quarter 1

R 0.00

Quarter 2

R 0.00

Quarter 3

R 0.00
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Quarter 4

R 0.00

R 0.00
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PROJECT CLOSURE
MHSC RESEARCH PROJECT CLOSE OUT

Description
Project Number

SIM 130501

Project Description

A Global Survey of Systems and Technologies Suitable for Vehicle to Person
Collision Avoidance in Underground Rail-bound Operations

timelines
Planned Project Start

2013/06

Actual Project Start

2013/10

Planned Project End

2014/05

Actual Project End

2014/09

deliverables
The project aimed to identify a list of globally available proximity detection
systems and technologies. Evaluate a short list appropriate for underground railProject Aim

bound vehicle-to-person detection. Develop an implementation guide for
implementing

pedestrian collision

avoidance

in

underground

rail-bound

operations.
A comprehensive list of globally available proximity detection systems was
produced and discussed. An evaluation of the available systems shows that
none of the currently available systems are appropriate for underground railbound vehicle-to-person proximity detection. An evaluation of proximity
Outcome of Project

detection technologies shows that there are a number of technologies that can
be applied to underground vehicle-to-person proximity detection with further
development and testing. An analysis of the causes of rail-bound equipment
accidents underground shows that, while important, proximity detection systems
cannot address all of the dangers associated with rail-bound equipment.

Issues
Administrative and Research
issues encountered
Recommendations for future
projects

Administrative – Project start was significantly delayed due to delays in the
approval of the project and contracting issues.
Research the development and implementation of the leading proximity
detection technologies identified.
Develop a guide for the implementation of alternative safety interventions for
underground RBE safety.

Research assets
RESEARCHER INPUT
List Capital Assets obtained
during the project >R10 000

OFFICE USE
Are
these
assets
redundant?

If redundant have they been
approved to be removed from
MHSC asset register?

None
Financials
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Have the assets been
disposed off and how?
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Contracted amounts

R 1 605 000.00 (inc. VAT)

Amount Paid

R

Any savings on project

R

Approvals and recommendations
Advisory note to SIMRAC

Date

Recommendations to MHSC
Report on MHSC Website
Approval
Research Project Leader

date

signature

MHSC Programme Manager

date

signature

MHSC Chief Research and Operations Officer

date

signature

MHSC Chief Executive Officer

date

signature

MHSC Chief Financial Officer

date

signature

Notification
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